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DAY 1

Budapest - Barcelona

Flying for the first time



Two great things most of us did first

in their lives that afternoon: flying 

and collecting ’gems’ in the sea! 

We visited the famous La 

Sagrada Familia, learnt 

some Spanish greetings 

and social words like 

Hola!, Adiós!, Gracias

and Por favor.

We also learnt how to flag down a black and yellow 

Barcelona taxi.



DAY 2 

On the way to Logroño - Passing through

Zaragoza



From Barcelona we travelled by train to

Zaragoza. After a short walk we changed

trains to Logroño and in another 2-hour

journey we finally arrived. The train journey

was followed by a 30min walk to the hotel.

It was so clean and spacious, offering a rich

breakfast. There was a park and a pond with

ducks and lovely ducklings nearby. As the

hotel was in the suburbian green zone, we

took long walks every day to get to the town

center and then back to our hotel.



DAY 3

Reception at Alcaste

and a lot more …



All Erasmus students and teachers were taken

to Alcaste, the host school. We were received

by schoolkids with songs and flags and other

welcoming gifts. It was a really cheerful event!

Then we were shown around the school by a

group of students. We really loved what we saw.



Later that day we were involved 

in a dance activity. It was a big 

surprise for us all as a flamenco 

dancer was invited to show us 

the basic steps of this traditional 

Spanish dance. 

Well, to be honest, we weren’t 

born to be flamenco dancers... 

Does practice really 

make perfect, I wonder??? 



In the afternoon we were invited for a 5 km walk on a

very special route: El Camino, just to get the feel of it.

It was like 40 degrees Celsius but that was worth it.



DAY 4

Logroño – Las Fuentes - Nalda

After the reception at the Town Hall, 

we visited Las Fuentes, a boys’ school 

in a beautiful natural environment. 

We climbed up a hill nearby and 

had a breathtaking view from the top. 

Then we relaxed 

in the old town 

of Nalda located 

on the hillside. 



We spent the afternoon in the school. 

We worked in groups on the same art 

task each: we were making a poster 

on ’peace’ and what that means to us. 

Then we shared our art projects. 

Symbols like hearts, smiling faces, 

handshakes, flowers and ’no war’ 

signs seemed to be universal.

In the evening there was a dinner 

at the schoolyard with lots of different 

traditional dishes. And a photo over all.



DAY 5

Logroño – San Millán de la Cogolla

- Calahorra

A bird show in 

Calahorra

An old monastery

in San Millán de 

la Cogolla >>

<<   Yummy!

Our first paella…



We visited San Millán de la Cogolla, a village that is

considered the birthplace of the Spanish language.

For lunch we had paella, which was delicious.

In the afternoon we took part in an amazing bird show in

Calahorra.

Back to Logroño, we had dinner in Embarcadero, a

restaurant over the river Ebro. That was our farewell

dinner unfortunately as the following day we were going

to leave. We sadly said goodbye to our new friends,

making sure we had them on our contact lists and hoping

that those days were the beginning of a beautiful

friendship.


